
 Minutes of Neighbourhood Planning committee held on Wednesday 28th August 2019  

Attendance:  

Nick Acklam – Chair  Present  
Charlotte Cane   Present 
Penny Greenhill   Not Present  
Jo Riches    Present  
Sarah Phipps-Rhodes  Present  
Catherine Gibson   Present  
Diana Ward    Not Present 
Jon Dunnett   Present  

AGENDA 

Apologies for absence - received and approved 

1.  Discussion of the financial proposal by Ian Poole of Places4People 
Planning Consultancy to support the Project to delivery. 

Nick said that at the last meeting following Ian’s departure there was a positive 
consensus about what Ian could bring to our project.  We now needed to con-
firm that was still the case in light of Ian’s proposal and, if so, put forward  a 
recommendation to appoint him to the Parish Council.  

Charlotte said that she was impressed with Ian and the fact that he comes 
highly recommended is a good thing. Always slightly nervous when she sees 
‘daily rates’ and wants to ensure that we stick to these as close as possible as 
it’s very easy to get carried away and these to get out of hand. Nick agreed 
that this was a good point and something that we would keep a close eye on. 
Charlotte also thought that the Group needed someone to assist them in the 
next phase of the project. Charlotte said that she would be happy to recom-
mend Ian to the PC.  She noted that the Group can demonstrate that we had 
been diligent in looking at alternative consultants.  However Ian was the only 
one who fully met our requirements and was available. 



Jo Riches felt that Ian came across well, she got the impression that the com-
mittee could almost have a pick ‘n’ mix option of where Ian’s time would best 
be spent to benefit the village the most. Nick commented Ian’s proposal which 
outlined that key areas any NP was provisional.  Ian was flexible in how his 
time was used  and recognised that the Group wouldn’t necessarily need as-
sistance (or as much) in some of the areas/phases mentioned in the proposal. 
Jo agreed, suggesting that the displays for events that Ian had offered as an 
additional cost wouldn’t be something that we would need having already had 
successful events with the committee’s own materials. Nick commented that 
some costings were a little thin but there was only a certain amount of financial 
profiling Ian could do without spending more time with the Group.  

Catherine also agreed that Ian would be able to assist the Group and the vil-
lage as a whole. She asked what Ian had charged other villages when doing 
this sort of work. Nick said that such figures weren’t available but imagined 
that it would be along the same lines as in our proposal.  The market was quite 
competitive and was reflected in Ian’s day rate. Catherine then suggested, that 
given the size of Reach, we might be charged less. Charlotte explained that 
Reach is a unique village as we are archeologically of interest as well as envi-
ronmentally. This would bring complexity and extra work despite our size. Nick 
said that Ian had given assurances that as he became more familiar with the 
project he would flag where savings on his time could be made (or where this 
effort might be better deployed). 

Jon summed up Ian in a few words, honest, genuine, and flexible. He also ex-
plained that we would just need to keep an eye on our budget and that we 
don’t overspend! Overall, Jon summed up that he would be happy to recom-
mend Ian.  

Sarah, also in agreement that she would recommend Ian. She did mention 
that we need to make sure that Ian keeps any work he does with us relatable 
to Reach rather than just stock answers with others committees that he would 
have worked with. Nick agreed and said that the committee should certainly 
keep in touch with Peakirk as they’re a similar size etc to Reach and we need-
ed to make sure that  our Plan was tailored to the needs of a small village 
rather than being an off the peg product. 

Nick said that his engagement with Ian has been consistently positive. He felt 
that Ian would be sensitive to the needs of our unique village and noted that 
Ian was strong on community engagement. This was important if we are to 
built on our the positive inter-action with the village at launch.   Nick was happy 
to recommend Ian’s appointment.  
  
Diana had emailed Nick a concern about ensuring that  no commitment was 
made to Ian before funding was confirmed.  Nick had spoken to Diana and ex-
plained that Ian understood this (and it was reflected in his proposal).  Diana 
was positive about appointing Ian.  

Penny, who was also absent, had emailed Nick to say that she was happy to 
recommend Ian.  



Summarising,  Nick said that the Group was unanimous in wanting to ap-
point Ian Poole.  He would write to the PC inviting them to endorse this 
decision.  He noted that Ian’s appointment would generate more work rather 
than less for the Group.  We had made good progress but it was clear from 
Ian’s proposal that there is still a lot for us to do and that Group would now 
benefit from a few other members.  He asked the Group to identify villagers 
whom we could persuade to join us. Nick said that work stream leads should 
produce timetables for their work and identify the areas that they needed addi-
tional support and funding especially for external support. Several work 
streams had gathered a lot of information already and their main areas of work 
would be turning this into policy proposals and support would be needed in 
consulting the village to test the proposals. Nick would re-circulate the work 
streams list and asked Group members to come to the next meeting with a 
couple of paragraphs summarising progress. 

Associated issues. 

Nick felt that we should develop a design statement for the village.  Charlotte 
agreed.   Ian had stated that Locality will provide, free of charge, the technical 
support assistance to deliver a design statement. 

The Group agreed that the most challenging issue would be around housing 
development.  There appeared a consensus in the village for a strictly limited 
number of new houses (which if allocated in the plan would give us chapter 14 
NPPF protections if the Local plan is not functioning).  But we needed to test 
this more formally and didn’t yet know if the consensus would hold if/when we 
proposed a site (or sites) for such housing.   Charlotte advised that it would be 
sensible to speak to Peakirk and how they navigated themselves around the 
issues of development and planning. Nick recommended that we completed a  
landscape assessment (using external landscape architects funded from the 
Locality budget) to gain an objective view of where housing could go without 
detrimental impact of the village. Nick thought the choreography might be 
landscape appraisal, then housing survey and then engagement with land 
owners. The Group could expect support from Ian with the survey. Charlotte 
mentioned we could look into a ‘knock and drop’ survey so that residents know 
of the survey’s importance. Catherine suggested that the surveys should be 
anonymous. Nick asked Group members to think about potential housing sur-
vey questions and additional questions to assist their own work streams on the 
basis that we should undertake one comprehensive survey  

2.   Minutes of the last substantive meeting (5 June 2019) and general house-
keeping. 
Minutes of last meeting – read as correct.  

3.  Updates from work stream leads 
Pending until next meeting 

4  AOB  
None  

5.  Dates of Future Meetings 
TBC 

If you have any enquiries regarding this Agenda please contact Nick Acklam, Chair of the 
Project Group on 01638 743749 or email acklam@reach-village.co.uk
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